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Technology leader

T

he Watermaster
concept
originates from the mid 1980s,
when the first Watermaster Classic
was launched and a new era began.
Watermasters created a whole new
category in the field of dredgers
and
construction
machinery
by
combining
multipurpose
capabilities with innovative and
smart moving capabilities.

Classic IV offers more depth,
greater excavator and stabilizer
forces, new cabin and dozens of
other improvements thus still amplifying the keys to Watermaster’s
success - it’s versatility, mobility,
reliability and comfort.
Classic IV further strengthens Watermaster’s already solid position
as the technology leader in the field
of portable dredgers.

The concept was then systematically developed during the next decades by getting feedback from the
machine owners around the world
and learning from their experiences, needs and wishes. New generations arrived in 1996 (Classic II)
and 2003 (Classic III) that further
improved the unique concept.

We hope you enjoy learning more
about Classic IV from this Newsletter, which explores the new advantages of Watermaster.
Yours faithfully,

Now Aquamec is proud to present
the next generation Watermaster Watermaster Classic IV, which is the
actualization of all the accumulated
knowledge and experience we have
gathered during these decades.

AQUAMEC LTD.

Lauri Kalliola
Managing Director
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Watermaster Classic IV

he best has become even
better - Classic IV (CIV)
is the next generation of the
versatile and mobile Watermaster
concept.

T

tor’s comfort, visibility and safety. The new operator’s seat turns
for easy entrance and exit. Cabin
LX includes also a small seat for
the instructor/co-operator.

CIV has new reinforced curved
boom, which allows deeper working depths together with the longer and stronger stabilizers.

Cabin LX is FOPS Certified (Falling Object Protective Structure),
which is an essential safety factor in pile driving and in any work
performed under bridges, in harbours or at construction sites.

The cylinders have also been enlarged (both in the excavator and
in the stabilizers) so the forces
have risen making CIV even more
efficient and easily movable.

CIV has 10 work lights (previously 4), which allows efficient
working during night time. Cabin
air conditioning comes now as
standard.

It has also allowed us to increase
the sizes of Watermaster’s backhoe dredging buckets. The standard bucket is now 500 l (previously 400 l) and the Clamshell bucket
is 600 l (previously 500 l).

Maintaining the machine has been
made easier for example with the
spacious and service friendly engine compartment. There’s also a
new toolbox on the deck for the
user’s convenience.

The hull is now 0,5 m longer and
gives more deck space and better
floating characteristics.

These and dozens of other improvements ensure that your work
can be done as efficiently as possible.

CIV introduces the new improved
cabin LX to maximize the opera-
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Classic IV
Video

www.watermaster.fi/
civ.wmv

Please visit
www.watermaster.fi/
civ.wmv
for a short
presentation film of
Classic IV

Cabin LX
more depth - greater force - cabin lx
Comparison

CIII

CIV

Increase

Max depth reach below water surface
with cutter pump
with digging bucket
with clamshell bucket

5,3 m
4,3 m
4,8 m

6,3 m
5,3 m
5,8 m

P
P
P

Max stabilizer depths
front detachable floats
rear tilting spuds, max depth

3,6 m
4,9 m

P
6,7 m

P
P

Max excavator forces
lifting force at max reach
digging force from arm cylinder
break-out force from bucket cylinder

16 kN
40 kN
77 kN

N1
N1
83 kN

+ 38 %
+ 
+8%

Max stabilizer forces
rear stabilizers lifting force

67 kN

N1

+ 

reinforced curved
longer and stronger stabilizers
Cabin LX

www.watermaster.fi/
cabin_lx.pdf
Cabin LX:
 Modern, comfortable cabin with
excellent visibility
 Turning operator’s
seat for easy exit/
entrance
 FOPS Certified
(Falling Object Protective Structure)

 Instructor’s seat
0,5 m longer hull for more dec

 A/C unit as
standard
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CIV
advantages

Classic IV offers more depth, greater force and new cabin LX

urved boom

www.watermaster.fi
bigger cylinders for more force

Classic IV
advantages:
Increased working
depth
Greater excavator
forces
increased bucket sizes

Greater stabilizer
forces
Spacious engine room
for easy maintenance

e deck space
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Video of the project
A dream at the river mouth

T

www.watermaster.fi/
penttila.wmv

A video of the project
Penttilä can be seen at:
www.watermaster.fi/
penttila.wmv

he
c ity of Joensuu
in the eastern part of
Finland is transforming an
old contaminated sawmill area
near the city centre into an upto-date housing district. Before
the building can start, the whole
area must be thoroughly restored
after more than a century of
heavy industrial useage.

Joensuu & Penttilä

Joensuu (which means: “mouth of
a river”) is a lively city of about
75.000 people, located approx. 450
km northeast of Helsinki.

The total restoration cost rose to
about Euro 21 Million, being one of
the biggest restoration projects ever
to be carried out in Finland. The
name of the project became “a dream
at the river mouth”.

From 1871 until 1988 a sawmill
operated on the banks of the river
Pielis close to the city centre in an
area called Penttilä. After a century
of industrial use the soil and storage
bay at the Penttilä area had become
severely contaminated with heavy
metals and other toxic materials.

Penttilä district is altogether 40 hectares in size and more than 500.000
m3 of soil was to be cleaned.
The old storage bay right next to the
river had been kept open during the
winters by directing the flue gases
from the nearby plant to the bay. This
inevitably caused the accumulation
of vast amounts of heavy metals in
the bottom sediments. The size of the

The city had bought Penttilä in 2008
and was planning to turn the area into
a modern, eco-friendly housing district for about 3.000-4.000 residents
during the next 20 years. But first the
area had to be thoroughly cleaned.
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Future plans

Watermaster working...

...around the clock

ments from the bay during 20092011. The material is pumped into
Geotextile tubes to separate the sediments from the water. Sediments are
left to dry for about a year and will
then be transported for further processing to the nearby waste treatment plant. A small marina will be
built in the storage bay area later on.

bay is about 3 hectares and the depth
varies from 2 to 4 meters. It was the
most polluted spot in the whole sawmill area and the cleaning of the bay
was considered to be the most challenging part of the whole restoration
project.
The bay is shallow and hard to reach
with traditional dredging machinery
so after thorough trials, the versatile
Watermaster dredger was chosen to
be the best solution for the site.

The cleaning of the whole area is to
be completed during 2011 and the
building phase can begin in 2012.
Penttilä should be receiving its first
new residents in 2013 but new buildings will keep rising during the next
2 decades.

The contractor has operated all the
previous Watermaster generations as
well but is now using the latest model
- Classic IV, the 4th generation of the
original Watermaster concept. He is
very happy with the new Classic IV
as it offers more depth, greater boom
and stabilizer forces and cabin LX.

By the end of the project Penttilä
will have been transformed from an
industrial wasteland into a modern,
verdant and desirable new residential
area, which will undoubtedly attract
new residents to live at the “mouth
of the river”.

Watermaster has suction dredged a
vast amount of contaminated sedi-

Tens of Geotubes are filled with contaminated sediments

www.watermaster.fi

2009-2011 area
restoration
2010-2012 building the
infrastructure
2012 building of the
apartments begins
2013 first new residents
2014 new bridge to the
city for pedestrians
2015 the small marina
will be completed
c. 2030 the whole
project will be
completed
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Meet us at

Aquamec Ltd.
P.O.Box 260, FI-27801 Säkylä, Finland
Tel: +358 10 402 6400
Fax: +358 10 402 6422
E-mail: watermaster@aquamec.fi

www.watermaster.fi
Smart solution for hard work

Technical specifications in this newsletter are subject to change without prior notice

Exhibition list
can be found at
www.watermaster.fi

Watermaster / Evaluation form
Customer information
Company
Name
Address
City
Postal code
Country
e-mail
www.
Phone
Professional Area:

Fax
Contractor
Consulting

Public sector
Watermaster owner

Mobilization needs
We often need to transport the machine by road or in water?
We have projects that require working in very shallow waters?

Typical site
Our typical site is less than 100 000 m3
The working depth is normally less than 5 m

Typical work
Suction dredging

Backhoe dredging

Pile driving

Environmental works

Industrial works

Civil engineering works

Flood prevention, vegetation & trash removal...

Other, what?

Maintenance and cleaning
of industrial basins and
mining ponds...

Deepening shallow water areas,
piping system & cable works, building works in water environment...

When do you need the new Watermaster
In 2011

In 2012

Later, please specify

Other information / comments / questions

Watermaster material
I would like to receive a copy of

Watermaster DVD

Please return to
AQUAMEC Ltd.
P.O.Box 260,
FI-27801 Säkylä, FINLAND
Fax int: +358 10 402 6422
E-mail: watermaster@aquamec.fi
Electronic evaluation form:
www.watermaster.fi/evaluation.pdf
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